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A CRITICAL STUDY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS OF
PARYAYA MUKTAVALI AVAILABLE AT ORISSA

M.M. Padhi* M.M. Rao** M.M. Sharma*** & N.P. Hota****

Though the Nidiin» hook of Miidllilvilkilril has been very popular
among Ayurvedic fraternity hi, other deeds on Dravyagullil. Cik its« etc.
could not come to lime light due to lack of sufficient number of munuscripts
for comparison and editing. One such text is Pal),ii)a Mukr'lvali: manuscripts
of which are plentily availahle in the State of Orivxa. Thi-, modified text
redacted hy Hari Charana Sena. is a bright e xarnplc of scribal error and
missing of verses which occur during repeated scr ibe in palm leaf
manuscript. Th is is a lexicon of drugs. which is prime nccc s s i t y oj
DnJl)'aguna and RaSil.\'iisrra. Publication of such text will he an addition to
the treasure of Ayurvcdic texts.

Introduction
Literary Research In Ayurvcd» is very much pertinent because out of thousands

of texts nomenclatures of whose are mentioned in the pages of history, are not available
in book form. Unfortunately most of them are remaining latent in Palm Leaf manuscripts
kept near different individuals or repositories. Since there is a specific life period for
such manuscripts most of them are decaying and undergoing permanent annihilation.
Moreover they are the milestones of our ancient cultural heritage. So it is necessary to
bring out publications of these texts preferably with Hindi and English translation. This
paper highlights such a text namely 'PaJYiiya Muk uivali' written by IHadhavakiJra

comparing manuscripts and rare books available in different parts of India.
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Ms dhavsk srs is most reputed Ayurvedic Scholar for his book on diagnosis

namely Mtidhev» Nidiinam or Rug vinisceys. Apart from this book. he has authored
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some other texts like Msdhsvs Cikitsii, Miidhsvs Drevysguns and Perytiy» Rstnsmsls or
Retnsmiild. The text under reference is PsrysyeMuktsvsl), which is a modified form of
Psrysys Rstnsmsle. Plenty of manuscripts of this text are available at Orissa especially in
Orissa State Museum, Parija Library of Utkal University and also available near many
individuals. In this context a comparison was made between different manuscripts in
the name of Psrytiys Muktsvsli and that with Psrysye Ratnamaia published in 1946 at
Patna. The following observations are noteworthy.

Msdhsveksrs has been said to be a man of 9th Century. Reproduction of his texts
from generation to generation led to gross scribal error and by 15th century it was
grammatically absurd. This compelled to review the text with necessary corrections.
While both in Medhsve Nidiins and Rstnsnuils there have been description about
Msdbsvskers being inhabitant of 'siiahrada and son of Indukar or Indrakar. The second
version of Psrysys Muktevsli also ascribes Msdbsvsksrs as its author. But Haricharan
Sen and a group of scholars have made a correction of Msdhsvekera's lexicon in the
name of Psryeys Muktsvsli.

The differences between these two texts (Rstnamsls and MuktavaiJ) appear to be
large. While in Rstnsmsls (as published) there are description of 1758 lines of verses,
there is no characterization or systematic description of groups of drugs and other
items. Though there is serial description in relation to synonyms and homonyms presented
in the ways of words having single additional meaning, two meanings, multiple meanings
and at the last about weights and measures. In Rstnsmsls at the beginning versions there
is prayer or Mailgaiacaral)a followed by intention of the author showing necessity of
writing of this text. Then there is description of synonyms beginning with Gsmbhsti,
Pstsl«, Ersnds, 'syonaka, Agnimantha and Bilva etc. This sequence, which is also available
in other slokas /pages, does not reflect proper categorization or uniformity in description.
However at the colophon there is clear-cut description about the author.

In Psrysy« Muktiivsli there is description of 23 chapters systematically. The
Mailgaiacaral)a is a prayer to Lord Krsns. Then the redactor acknowledges the original
work belonging to Msdhsvaksrs. Further he says that they have rewritten this text with
delegant and appropriate wordings' The term "Asmsbhih" implies that a group of scholars

--
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were involved with him. The redactor Haricharan Sen may be a Bengali settled at Orissa
or an inhabitant of Orissa. Further he may be a relative of Vishwanath Sen (Sena) who
has authored Ayurvedic texts like Cikitssmsvs and Pathytipathya Viniscsys. This is because
in most of the preserved manuscripts kept in bundles at different repositories of Orissa
containing multiple texts including these texts also contain Parysys Muktiivali. There
have been a number of Ayurvedic scholars in his generation like Fakira Charan Sena,
Nrisingha Charan Sena, Umapati Sena etc. attached with dynasty of several kings of
Utkal.

Specific features of the text
The chapterisation starts with an index depicting the group of drugs. First Chapter

is Mahtisugandhi Gsns (having more fragrance) like Ksrpiirs, Aguru, Candan, Diikini
etc. while second chapter is Madhyasugandhi Osns (having moderate fragrance) like
Jirsks, Ajtimodti, Sstpusp«, Mustaka, Usire etc. and the third chapter is Hinasugandhi
Gens (having less fragrance) like Karkarasf/igi, Kstuki, Durslsbhe etc. Fourth chapter
is Saraja Varga like Ahiphens, Levens, Hingu, Ltik$ti, Guggulu, Ssmudrsphens etc. Fifth
chapter deals with Ratna Varga (gems and stones) like Mstnky«, Mukt«, Prsvsls, Gomed«

etc. The sixth chapter deals with Dhiitl1padhatu Varga which includes metals, minerals
and some poisonous substances like Dsruvisa, Kiilakl1ra, Liingsli' etc. The seventh chapter
deals with Madhura Gsns (drug having sweet taste) like Drsksti, Kadali, Niinkela etc.
Eighth chapter is related with Amla Varga (drug having sour taste) like Dsdims, Citic»,
Amrstsks, Ciingeri etc. Ninth Chapter is description of Uttama Stika Varga (greens) like
Pslsngs, Sigru, Kalamba, Punsrnsvii etc. Tenth chapter is the descdription of Tikts
Stika Varga (bitter greens) like Guduci, Msndukspernt, Prsssrsni, Kokilsks» etc. Eleventh
chapter deals with Pusps Gsns (flowers) like Campaka, Jsps, Ketaki, Bakula etc. Twelfth
chapter is Lstephsls Varga (fruits derived from creepers) like kl1$mii{1cja,Alsbu, Ksrksti,

Kosstsk! etc. In thirteenth chapter there is description of Ksnd» Varga (roots & tubers)
like Vidari, Hsridrs, Sl1ra{1aPslandu etc. Fourteenth chapter is description of Mahtivrk$a
Varga (big trees) like Nimbs, Vara, Ssptspsrns etc.

Fifteenth chapter describes the synonyms of Hrasva psdsps (smaller trees) like
Nirgundi, Dsnti, Dbstturs, Asvagandhii etc. Sixteenth chapter deals with Hins Vrkss (shrubs
and grasses) like Diirvs, Dsrbhs, Iksu etc. Seventeenth chapter is description of Lata
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Varga (creepers) like Atmagupts, Sariva, Vrddhsdsruks etc. Then comes the eighteenth
chapter enumerating synonyms of Simbi DhanyalSilka Dhsnys (cereals) like SaJi, Ksngu,

Vansa etc.

Twentieth chapter deals with synonyms of Paniya Varga (drinkables) like Jala,
Dugdha, Takra etc. Twenty first chapter is the description regarding Psticsmshtibhtits,
Taiia, Bbiimi, Mamsa etc. Twenty second chapter is related to Pharmaceutical aspects like
Pray6jyaJiga, Bhsissjysnirmiin«, Manaparibha$a etc. The last/twenty third chapter deals
with terminology having multiple meanings like Triphsls, Madhu, Ma$a etc.

Conclusion
It is evident that Msdhsvsksre was the author of original text Perysy« RatnamaJa

which was shortly termed as "Retnsmsls" also. The text edited by Dr.Tarapada
Chowdhury is based on manuscripts available at different parts of Bengal. In this
compilation a number of differences due to scribal error are evident. The description is
not in conformity with chapterisation, varga/gsns/skandha or other similar groupings
made in other classics. On the other hand the manuscripts bearing the nomenclature
"Psryey» Muktsvel!' are plentily available in the state of Orissa. The redactor Shri Hari
Charana Sena has confessed that he has presented Msdhsvuksre's original work in
systematic manner. A perusal of several manuscripts revealed that in many of such
manuscripts available at Orissa, local names have been mentioned after each Slok» which
is convenient for identification of the drugs. Some nomenclatures of drugs mentioned
in these manuscripts do not tally with those mentioned in other texts. Some species and
subtypes of drugs described in them are not available at present. All these factors make
this text worthy for publication.
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